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IMBEDDINGS, IMMERSIONS, AND CHARACTERISTIC

CLASSES OF DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLDS

STAVROS PAPASTAVRIDIS

Abstract. Let I'n be the set of mod-2 characteristic classes which are of

dimension i, and they are zero for all n-dimensional smooth manifolds. Let

/,¡¿ be the set of (-dimensional mod-2 characteristic classes which are zero

for all «-dimensional smooth manifolds which immerse in codimension k,

(we are talking about normal characteristic classes). Let K be the (graded)

ideal in H*(BO, Z2) generated by wk+,, wk+2.Then if i < (n + k)/2,

we have I¡,k ■ I¿ + K'. We have some related results for imbedded mani-

folds, and also for manifolds which immerse or imbed with an

SO, U, SU, Spin, etc. structure on the normal bundle.

Introduction. Let/: Xr —> BO(r) be a sequence of fibrations with maps gr:

Xr -> Xr+, such that the usual diagrams commute. For such a situation

Lashof defines the concept of an A-structure on manifolds [7], and proves a

Thom-isomorphism for the bordism groups of such manifolds. Many of the

usual classes of manifolds may be described in terms of A-structures, e.g.

U, SO, Spin, etc., as well as some more esoteric classes of manifolds.

In this paper we study A-characteristic classes mod-/?, i.e. the group

H*(X) = proj lim H*(Xr; Zp). In particular we are interested in those

characteristic classes which go to zero by the normal map of all «-manifolds

which imbeds or immerses in codimension k, (by normal map I mean the lift

of the Gauss map M -> BO (r)).

Let us assume that the map g*: H*(Xr+x; Zp) —> H*(Xr; Zp) is an

isomorphism in dimensions not greater than r. Furthermore we assume that

the pull-back over Xr of the universal r-linear bundle, yr, is Zp-orientable.

Throughout this paper n, k, p are fixed.

Theorem 1. An X-characteristic class of dimension less than k, is zero on all

n-manifolds which imbed in codimension k with an X-structure on its normal

bundle, if and only if it is zero on all n-manifolds which have an X-structure.

Let /„ be the graded set of all A-characteristic classes which are zero on all

«-manifolds with an A-structure, and I„k be the graded set of all X-

characteristic classes which are zero on all n-manifolds which immerse in

codimension k with an A-structure on its normal bundle. Let lr: H*(X;

Zp) —> H*(Xr; Zp) be the obvious map.
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Theorem 2. If i < (77 + k)/2, then I'nA = I'n + (ker IJ.

The   theorem  above   generalizes   and  extends   the  results   of  [1].   M.

Bendersky proves in (1), that I'nk ■ Vn if 1 < k, for certain A'-structures.

WTiat happens in higher dimensions, is an interesting and difficult question.

1. The case of immersed manifolds. From now on we adopt the following

notational conventions. All cohomology groups will have Zp coefficients. K

will be K(Zp, 77 - /), where i is a natural number not greater than n. We put

K+ = KU (point}, and let c be the fundamental class of K. If G is a group

then G* = Hom(G, Zp). We select Thorn classes Ur E Hr(T(yr)) such that if

Tgr is the obvious map T(yr + e) —> 7'(yr+1), (e is the trivial one-dimensional

bundle), then Tg*(Ur+l) = SUr, (the letter S denotes the suspension). A^ will

be a natural number very big in comparison with n and k. We put A' =

SN~kTyk AK+,A = SN~kTyk /\ K, B' = TyN A K+, and B = TyN A K.

Lemma 1.1. The maps trf(A) -» tr*(A') and tr*(B) -* trf(B') induced respec-

tively by the obvious maps A' —> A and B' ** B, are monomorphisms in the

stable range.

Proof. We will prove only the first case, the other one being similar. We

observe that the spaces A, A' are highly connected. The obvious projections

A'^A and A' -* SN~kTyk induce the product map A'-+A X SN~kTyk

which is an iso in Zp -cohomology in the stable range so it is an iso in

Z^-homotopy. The obvious projection A X SN~kTyk -> A is onto in

homotopy, so the composition

A'^A X SN~kTyk->A,

is epi in Z^-homotopy in the stable range. So the dual map tr*(A) -» tr*(A') is

mono in the stable range.

Let us consider the cofibration SN~kTyk —> TyN -» L.

Lemma 1.2. The space L /\ K is a product of K(Zp, * )'j in Zp-cohomology

up to dimension N + k + 1 + 2(n — i).

Proof. From the cohomology exact sequence of the above cofibration we

get that the space L is (N + &)-connected because the map SN~kTyk -» TyN

induces an iso in Zp-cohomology up to dimension N + k. Since H*(K) is free

^-module up to dimension 2(n - i), then H*(L /\ K) is a. free ^-module up

to dimension N + k + I + 2(n - i). And the result follows.

From the very elementary homological algebra we borrow the following

Lemma 1.3. Let X —» Y —» Z be an exact sequence of abelian groups such that

Z is a direct sum of Zps. Then the dual sequence Z* —» Y* -» X* is exact.

Proof. It comes down to the fact that the image of the map Y —> Z is a

direct summand of Z.

And now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. We define the map G': H'(XN) -+ tr%+n(B') by the

formula G'(x)([a]) = a*(xUN A c), where x is an element of H'(XN) and [a]
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is an element of ttn+„(B'). By (2), I'N is the kernel of G'. In the same way we

define the map G: H'(XN) -» ir£+n(B) and we get the commutative diagram

H\XN)

where the vertical map is mono by Lemma 1.1. So I'N is the kernel of G.

In exactly the same way we define maps F': H'(Xk) —> tt^+„(A'), by

F'(x)([a]) = a*(xSN'kUkAc),

and the map F: Z/"(A¿)^> 7r^+„(^) defined the same. By (10), I'„k is the

kernel of G' and because of Lemma 1.1, it is the kernel of G. We consider the

cofibration A —> B —> L A K which comes from the cofibration SN~kTyk -»

TyN -» L by smashing with K. Since we are able in the stable range this

cofibration is a fibration too, so it gives exact sequences in homotopy and

cohomology. We have the commutative diagram

*WiA*)*-fti-tf
N + n

(LA A)

*W) HN + n
(B) H'(XN)

UN A c *»'

"Ñ+«w ^'^Ac^

where the first and second column is the dual of the homotopy and homology

exact sequence respectively, of the cofibration. They are exact by Lemmas

1.2 and 1.3, since i < (n + k)/2. The third column is essentially lk. The

horizontal maps h* are the dual of the mod-p Hurewicz homomorphism of

the corresponding space, and the first one is epi because of Lemma 1.2. The

composition of maps in the second row gives the map G, and in the third row

the map F.

The result follows by chasing around the diagram.

2. The case of imbedded manifolds. The proof of Theorem 1, follows the

same lines like Theorem 2.

Analogously with A',A,B',B we put C = Tyk A K+, C = Tyk A A,
D' = QN-kTyN A A+, and D = QN~kTyN A A.

Lemma 2.1. The maps tt*(C) -» tt*(C), Tr*(D) -» trf(D'), induced respec-

tively by the obvious maps C ^> C and D' ^> D, are mono if j is less than

k + (n - i) + k.

Proof. Like Lemma 1.1.
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Proof of  Theorem   1.  In  a way  analogous with the  definition of

G', G, F', F in the previous section, we define maps

R':H'(XN)-^tr:+k(D'),

by

R'(x)([a]) = a*(QN-k(xUN) Ac);

R: W (XN ) 4 tr:+k(D ), P': H' (Xk ) - tr*n+k(C),

by

P'(x)([a]) = a*(xUkAc)   and   P: W (Xk)^tr*n+k(C).

Again /„' is the kernel of R, and the set of A'-characteristic classes which are

zero on all /7-manifolds with an A'-structure which imbeds in R"+k is the

kernel of P, if / < k - 1. On the other hand the obvious map C -> D induces

iso in cohomology up to dimension (2k + n — i) — 1, so we get a

monomorphism up to dimension (2k + n — i — 1) in the map tr*(D) ->

tr*(C), and the theorem follows.
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